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Introduction  
We can find out a lot of things through our own investigation. This is what we call Inquiry.  

Today, we are going to find out some stuff about shapes, by putting strings through straws, then 
pulling the two ends of the strings tightly and tying them together, like this:  

  

 figure 1 
 

Let us call them straw-shapes for now. The straw-shape in figure 1 has three sides — it is a three-
sided straw-shape. In the straw-shapes in figure 2 below, the one in (a) is three-sided, the one in (b) 
is four-sided, the one in (c) is five-sided, and the one in (d) is six-sided (and so on): 
 
 

 a b c d figure 2 
 three-sided four-sided five-sided six-sided 

A secret behind colour combinations  
1. Using the straws given to you, make a three-sided shape, all sides of the same colour. 

2. Make a three-sided straw-shape, with one side green and two sides orange. 

3. Make a three-sided straw-shape, with one side green, one side yellow, and one side pink.    

4. Did you observe any difference between (1), (2), and (3)? What did you observe?  

5. Give an explanation for what you observed in (4). (State a general principle from which what 
you have observed would follow.)   

6. Check if the principle you formulated in (5) is correct.  Revise your principle if it is not 
correct.     

7. Make two four-sided straw-shapes, one with straws of the same colour, and another one with 
one side white, one side pink, and two sides orange. 

8. Make two five-sided straw-shapes, one with straws of the same colour, and another one with 
one side white, and four sides orange. 

  If making these shapes with straws is time consuming, you can just draw these shapes 
with a pencil and a ruler.  

9. As you did in (1)-(6), give an explanation for what you observed in (7) and (8), check if your 
principles are correct, and revise them if necessary.   

10. Formulate a single general principle, combining what you came up with in (5)-(6) and in (9). 

11. Check your general principle in (10) by thinking about other kinds of straw-shapes. For 
instance, do you think you can make a ten-sided shape with straight lines in which one side is 
fifteen meters, and the remaining sides are one meter each?  

Finalize your general principle. We will call it conjecture 1. 
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Rigidity  
12. Take the three-sided, four-sided, and five-sided straw-shapes you have already made, and try 

to change their shape by moving them so that you change the angles. What do you observe? 

13. Give an explanation for what you observed in (12) by stating a general principle such that the 
observational generalizations that you stated follow from the principle.   

14. Check if the principle you formulated in (13) is correct.  Revise your principle if it is not.     

15. Make a three-sided straw-shape, one side 10cm, one 15cm, and one 20cm. Try to change its 
shape. 

16.  Make a four-sided straw-shape, one side 20cm, one 15cm, one 5cm, and one 20cm. Try to 
change its shape. 

17. Did you discover anything from doing (15) and (16)? Does it affect the general principle you 
stated in (13) (and may have revised in (14))? Do you need to revise your principle further?  

Finalize your general principle. We will call it conjecture 2.   

Proof  
18. Suppose I say: “My maternal grandmother was born when I was five years old.” 

19. Can you prove that what I am saying is false?    

20. Can you prove what you discovered in (12)-(17)?    

Angles and Sides 

21. Make a six-sided straw-shape with all sides of the same length. Make two of the corners more 
than 90º (that is, more than right angles). Try to do the same thing with a five-sided, four-
sided, and three-sided straw-shape. Write down what you discovered. Prove it. 

22. Make a six-sided straw-shape with each side of a different length. Make two of the corners 
more than 90º. Try to do the same thing with a five-sided, four-sided, and three-sided straw-
shape. Write down what you discovered. Prove it.  

23. Make a six-sided straw-shape with all sides of the same length. Make one of the corners a 
right angle. Try to make one of the other angles either more than a right angle or less than a 
right angle (that is, NOT a right angle) Try to do the same thing with a five-sided and four-
sided straw-shape, with all sides the same length. Write down what you discovered. Prove it.  

24. Make a six-sided straw-shape with each side a different length. Try to make all the corners 
right angles. Do the same thing with a five-sided and four-sided straw-shape, also with each 
side of a different length. Write down what you discovered. Prove it.  

25. Try to make a three-sided straw-shape with all sides of the same length, and the angles of 
each corner different from the others. Now try to make the three-sided straw-shape with each 
side of a different length but with the angles of all corners being the same. Write down what 
you discovered. Prove it.  

26. Can you extend what you discovered (or parts of what you discovered) in (25) to four-sided, 
five-sided and six-sided straw-shapes? Write down what you discovered. Prove it.  
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Areas  
27. Make a three-sided straw-shape, with a 15cm side and a 5cm side forming a right angle. For 

the third side, cut out a straw of the appropriate length. 
        C 
   A      
         B   (AB: 15cm, BC: 5cm, angle B: 90º)   

28. Now take another 5cm straw, and attach one side to C. Cut out another straw such that if one 
end is attached to A and another to C, then BCD is a straight line.  

     D 
 
    C 
  A 
   B  (AB: 15cm, BC and CD: 5cm, angle B: 90º) 

29. Compare the areas of ABC and ACD. Which of the following statements do you think is true? 
 a. The area of ABC is greater than the area of ACD. 
 b. The area of ABC is less than the area of ACD.   
 c. The area of ABC is equal to the area of ACD.    

30. Can you prove what you said in (30)?    

 

Appendix: Polygons 

31. The shapes given below are polygons. 
 
 
  a b c d e f g h i 

32. The shapes given below are not polygons. Can you say why not? 
 
 
  a b c d e    

33. Can you make the following shapes as straw-shapes? Why/Why not?  
 
 
  a b c d e f  

34. Polygons with all sides of equal length are called equilateral. (Lateral = side) Those in which 
all angles are equal are called equi-angular. Polygons that are equi-lateral and equi-angular 
are regular polygons.  

35. Three-sided polygons are called triangles (tri = three), four-sided polygons are called 
quadrilaterals (quadri = four), five-sided polygons are called pentagons (penta = five), and 
six-sided polygons are called hexagons. (hexa = six).  

36. Can you define squares, rectangles, and parallelograms using the terminology in (34)-(35)?  

37. Can you restate everything that you discovered and proved in (1)-(33), using the terminology 
in (34)-(35)?    

 


